
�PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Vertical coil
Can be installed out of view in ceiling plenum
Linear bar grill or slot diffuser (provided by others) provide alternative look to traditional overhead active chilled beams
Two or four pipe configuration (heating and/or cooling)
Welded condensate tray
Selection software featuring detailed comfort data and terminal velocities

 

SELECTION TOOLS

DID-V
TROX DID-V series active chilled beams have a vertical coil,
which can be installed out of view in the ceiling plenum with a
linear bar grille or slot diffuser (provided by others). The DID-
V has an integral welded condensate tray that enables their
use in schools and other applications involving operable
windows or in other scenarios where maintenance of precise
space humidity levels is difficult.
 
The design and positioning of the induction nozzles within the
DID-V active chilled beam enhance the amount of plenum air
drawn across the internal heat exchanger. This provides high
cooling outputs with low amounts of primary air.
 
The beams discharge characteristics also allow for high levels
of cooling without the penalty of high terminal velocities
(normally associated with high induction chilled beams) into
the occupied zone, making the DID-V particularly well suited
for perimeter zones with high sensible loads where comfort
must be maintained.
 
The high water to airside cooling ratio with primary air volume
means the DID-V is ideal for use with dedicated outdoor air
systems (DOAS) designs.
 
Benefits
 

Reduced ductwork
Reduced plant room sizes
High cooling capacity with low primary airflow rates
Heat exchangers for two or four pipe systems
Cooling and/or heating is possible
Welded condensate trays with or without piping connections

 

PÁGINA PRINCIPAL Productos Sistemas aire - agua Vigas frías activas
Unidad de inducción para instalación en antepechos de escayola  DID-V

https://www.trox.mx/
https://www.trox.mx/
https://www.trox.mx/productos-7a7dedfb73c633fb
https://www.trox.mx/productos/sistemas-aire---agua-73b93798532e8be4
https://www.trox.mx/sistemas-aire---agua/vigas-fr%25C3%25ADas-activas-d641f8eac45f862e
https://www.trox.mx/vigas-fr%25C3%25ADas-activas/unidad-de-inducci%25C3%25B3n-para-instalaci%25C3%25B3n-en-antepechos-de-escayola-7ba2804812a70b7f
https://www.trox.mx/unidad-de-inducci%25C3%25B3n-para-instalaci%25C3%25B3n-en-antepechos-de-escayola/did-v-1ff433746ae9da90


SELECTION TOOL
SELECTION PROGRAMM

https://www.trox.mx:443/downloads/b2decd6767703a62/chilled_beams_selection_programm.xls?type=brochure
file:///
https://www.trox.mx/contacto-10a78eeb5ceabd08
https://www.trox.mx/side-services/imprint-4e76f08dc75ed1c6
https://www.trox.mx/side-services/delivery-and-payment-terms-trox-gmbh-0a8f0680a0849037
https://www.trox.mx/side-services/aviso-de-privacidad-3070dc39543b7c74
https://www.trox.mx/side-services/exencion-de-responsabilidad-27a5d1fd7abea4a5
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